
The RBH procurement team chose our software over competitive offerings for

numerous reasons including

 The triSaaS team was able to provide a high-level of customer support which was necessary for their 
time-strapped staff.

 Although our software’s functionality is complex, it is also simple to use. Their team found it very 
intuitive and easy to operate. 

 Instant analysis of supplier data would save the team an incredible amount of time sorting through 
all the information and enable suppliers the ability to quickly update inputs that may be impacting 
overall outcomes.

 Ability to create a range of questions and statements ensures suppliers know what information is 
required upfront and eliminates all the back and forth.

 Our software includes unlimited users and can be accessed anytime, anywhere. This was important 
because the company is planning to expand globally and wants one centralised place to go to.


Why eSource Wizzard

 The procurement team lacked the time to review all the opportunities.

 The pandemic placed additional pressures on the procurement team.

 Using outdated tools like spreadsheets increased complexity and time to tender (one tender took 8 
months to create and complete).

 The team was only running a few F&B tenders; other areas/categories across the enterprise such as 
facilities and marketing were ignored due to time constraints.

Challenges

This rapidly growing company needed procurement to reduce the amount of time and effort to tender 
and focus on more value-added activities. The procurement team called on triSaaS for an easy-to-use 
eSource solution that would enable them to do more in less time. 



The team determined that eSource Wizard was exactly what was needed to meet the company’s 
ever-growing demands.

RBH Hospitality Management is one of the UK’s leading hospitality companies, 
operating over 40 hotels from luxury hotels to limited service and budget hotels.

Procurement team reduces the time to 
tender by 60 percent and improves contract 
lifecycle efficiencies.

CASE STUDY



“It would take months for my team to run a F&B tender, but our first tender using eSource Wizard only took 
several weeks. We are planning to roll the software out across the organisation so that we can tender new 

services and categories.”



Logan Robb, Head of Procurement

If your business could benefit from our world-class 
software, schedule a demo today.

•	Save time and money.


•	Customise workflows to fit your needs.


•	Instantly invite preferred suppliers.

•	Analyse RFx submissions in seconds.


•	Quickly run multiple rounds of negotiations.


•	Streamline the procurement lifecycle.


Isn’t it time you made the switch to eSource Wizard?

60% time savings2 year contract>£2M spend5 suppliers

RBH finance director, Stuart Houston, was impressed with the results of the first tender using 
eSource Wizard. Here are a few things he had to say:



“The first tender took only 6 weeks – from setting up the software to awarding the supplier contract. We 
could not believe that it was possible to complete a complex, multi-category tender in weeks. Without 
eSource Wizard it would have taken our team three to four months.”



“eSource Wizard has completely changed my opinion of eRFx technology. It enables our team to be much 
more efficient throughout the contract lifecycle and allows everything to be stored and accessed in one 
place.”



“The procurement team spends less time analysing data and more time building supplier relationships. 
The solution makes it easy to access and manage all the contracts and negotiations. The system notifies 
specified users before a renewal or termination, ensuring key dates and terms are always met.”


Results/Outcomes

https://trisaas.com/schedule-demo/

